
Frosh Life Walkthrough
For game version: 0.3

What this walkthrough is

This walkthrough aims to present the options and choices you as a player can make in the 
game, as well as the conditions required to get there. Spoilers are avoided as much as 
possible.

What this walkthrough isn’t

This walkthrough is not a strategy guide. It will tell you what can be done in the game, but 
not necessarily how you are supposed to do it. 
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Guide to the guide

Colored boxes

Terminology

Flavor – you’ll see this a lot. It means that a choice leads to a different outcome in image 
and/or dialogue, but not in an impactful way. It just adds flavor to the story.

Friendship points: Natalie (-1, 2) – This means that within a particular scene, depending on
the choices you make, you can get between -1 and +2 friendship points for Natalie. Most 
of the time there is only one number in the paranthesis, indicating the most or the least you
can get.

INPUT: 
A box like this indicates that the game prompts you to input a text.

CHOICE: 
A box like this indicates that the game prompts you to make a choice between 
several options in the normal flow of the game. The consequences of the 
options are explained.
Generally, if an option indicates a decrease of Social status, your Social status 
must be at that level or the option will not be choosable.
Yellow text indicates an increase of a status.
Red text indicates a decrease of a status. It can also indicate a warning.

STATUS EFFECT: 
A box like this indicates that something special happens if a particular status 
value is above or below a particular threshold.

STATUS CHOICE: 
A box like this indicates that the game prompts you to make a choice between 
several options in a flow of the game that has been triggered by a particular 
status value above or below a particular threshold.



By date

2019-09-01

The welcome package

This is the first scene of the game, and there are two important decisions to make here: 
first and last name of your character.

Arrival at dorm

You arrive at your dorm and meet two of your dormmates.

Friendship points: Jasmine (1)

18:00 Talk to Jasmine and Natalie in the living room

Mandatory scene! It will not be possible to progress until you’ve finished this scene.

Friendship points: Natalie (1), Jasmine (1)

Player status: Arousal (5), Social (-1)

Unlocked map location: Mel’s Fast Stop

INPUT: First name
Choose the first name of your character. This will be the name other 
characters in the game refer you by.

INPUT: Last name
Choose the last name (surname, family name) of your character. 

CHOICE: ’Welcome package’
Choose whatever option you like, it will not matter beyond this scene.

CHOICE: Choose how to greet Jasmine and Natalie.

Formal – flavor.
Casual – flavor.
Friendly – Jasmine Friendship + 1.

CHOICE: Choose what you think about Jasmine studying Nursing.

Sexy nurse costume – sexy image and Arousal + 5.
Caring personality – flavor.



20:00-21:55 Natalie in the bathroom

Optional scene that is available at this time on Sundays and Thursdays. Play a game of 
“Would you rather” with Natalie.

Friendship points: Natalie (1)

Player status: Arousal (5), Social (-2)

CHOICE: Choose how to respond to Natalie studying Art. This is the first the 
time the Social status comes into play.

Talk back – Natalie Friendship + 1, Social - 1
Be polite – flavor.

CHOICE: Ask some further questions after the tour of the dorm. 

Lindsey – flavor, you get to know when Lindsey will show up.
Dormmate agreement – a reference to Big Bang Theory. Jasmine Friendship 
+ 1.
No more questions – Ends the scene.

CHOICE: Choose whether to disturb Natalie or not.

Disturb her – sexy image, Arousal + 5 and Social - 2. Unlocks the “Play 
would you rather” option.
Play “Would you rather” - Natalie Friendship + 1, Social - 2. Some of the 
answers you pick might have an impact on future events. 
Leave her alone – ends the scene.



INPUT: Team name
Choose the name of your team for the Frosh Week competitions.

CHOICE: Choose what you think of your new class. 
The choice will have no immediate impact, but Jasmine and Natalie will 
remember what you answered and might comment on it in the future.

2019-09-02

Frosh Week day 1

Mandatory scene! It will trigger immediately when you wake up on Monday, regardless of 
what sleeping time you chose.

Unlocked map location: Campus

Player status: Social (2)

20:00-21:55 Jasmine and Natalie in the living room

No status points to pursue tonight, just getting to know them a little better. Also, a new 
calendar appointment at the beach for Saturday.

2019-09-03

09:00-09:15 at Campus Outside – Frosh Week Event 1 The human 
pyramid

Friendship points: Zoey (2)

Desire points: Zoey (1), Leslie (1)

Unlocked notes: Zoey (1)

Player status: Arousal (15), Social (-1)

CHOICE: There are several choices to be made in the ”name game”. If you 
get all names correctly, you earn Social + 2.
Spoiler alert – correct answers:
Thirsty Tyler, Reckless Ryan, Lazy Leslie, Keen Ken, Just-not-that John Snow, 
Zealous Zoey

CHOICE: Choose whether to talk to Zoey about her reluctancy for the human 
pyramid or not.

Ask Zoey – Zoey Friendship + 1. Unlocked Zoey note. Social – 1.This is the 
only way you will be able to get the highest score possible. 
Get on with pyramid building – skip interaction with Zoey.



13:00-13:15 at Campus Outside – Frosh Week Event 2 Undress for 
Success

Friendship points: Zoey (-1, 2)

Player status: Arousal (20), Social (-7, +2)

CHOICE: Human pyramid strategy.

A – lowest score. Zoey Friendship + 1. Ends the scene.
B – a little higher score than option A. More story and options. Arousal + 5.
C – highest score possible. Zoey will refuse unless you talked to her earlier. 
More story and options. Arousal + 5.

CHOICE: Choose which girl should get down from the pyramid first (only for 
pyramid C).

Zoey first – Arousal + 10. Leslie Desire + 1.
Leslie first – Zoey Friendship + 1. Zoey Desire + 1.
Doesn’t matter – the same as Leslie first.

CHOICE: Choose to support Zoey or the guys in whether Zoey should 
undress or not.

Zoey! Zoey! Zoey! – Nothing like a little peer pressure. Zoey undresses. Zoey 
Friendship – 1. Social + 2. Higher score in the event. Gives you the option to 
throw your underwear if you haven’t already done so.
Defend her – Defend Zoey and make a noble gesture. Lower score in the 
event. Zoey Friendship + 2. Social – 2.
Encourage – Encourage Zoey in a more gentle manner. Different flavors here 
depending on if you threw your underwear to Leslie or not. Higher score in the 
event. Zoey Friendship + 1.

CHOICE: Choose whether to get naked and throw your underwear to Leslie.

Throw – Sexy image. Arousal + 10. Social – 5. Higher score in the event.
Don’t – Nothing. Have the option to throw them at Zoey later (depending on 
choices).



20:00-21:55 Jasmine and Natalie in the living room

A bit of different flavor here depending on if you talked to Jasmine and Natalie yesterday, 
and whether you did the Frosh Week Events during the day. A new calendar appointment 
at the beach for Saturday if you didn’t get it yesterday.

Friendship points: Natalie (1)

Desire points: Natalie (1)

Unlocked notes: Natalie (1)

Player Status: Social (-2)

2019-09-04

13:00-13:15 at Campus Outside – Frosh Week Event 3 The Maze

No status points to be won here. Only a maze to beat… If you don’t want the solution 
spoiled, stop reading here.

CHOICE: Choose whether to get naked and throw your underwear to Zoey (if 
you chose the ”Zoey! Zoey! Zoey!” option AND you haven’t already thrown 
your underwear to Leslie).

Throw – Sexy image. Arousal + 10. Social – 5. Higher score in the event.
Don’t – Nothing.

CHOICE: Natalie wants to know if there is someone fuckable in your class. 
She will remember what you answer.

Leslie – if you answer the next question with “Yeah, balls deep” - Natalie 
Friendship + 1, Social - 2. Otherwise flavor.
Zoey – flavor.
Leslie and Zoey – flavor.
No one - flavor.
None of your business – flavor.
I only want to fuck you – Natalie Desire + 1, Social – 2.



18:00-18:15 at Campus Outside – Frosh Week Event 4 Pop Quiz

The first choice is: should you even go to the pop quiz? Or should you stay at home and 
hang with your dormmates? Decisions, decisions…

Friendship points: Zoey (1), Leslie (2)

Desire points: Zoey (1)

Unlocked notes: Zoey (1), Leslie (3)

Player status: Social (5)

Answer all three questions correctly to win the competition and get Social + 5.

CHOICE: Spoiler alert! Don’t read this if you don’t want the maze solution 
spoiled.

In order to get the highest score you need to solve the maze in 12 turns or 
fewer. There is some additional flavor if you go above 20, 40, 60 and 80 turns 
respectively.

So, the correct sequence is: south, east, north, north, east, east, south, east, 
south, south.

CHOICE: Which two actors won academy awards for their roles in the 
Godfather-movies?

Robert de Niro and Marlon Brando – the correct answer.

CHOICE: The artist who did ”Gangnam Style” is from:

South Korea – the correct answer.

CHOICE: In which movie does Darth Vader say ”No, I am your father”?

The Empire Strikes Back – the correct answer.

CHOICE: Should I stay or should I go? This is the big one in this scene, leave 
with Zoey or stay at the bar.

Leave with Zoey – flavor. Zoey Friendship + 1. Zoey Desire + 1. Unlocked 
Zoey note.
Stay – flavor. Leslie Friendship + 2. Depending on further choices there are 
three Leslie notes to unlock.



20:00-21:55 Jasmine and Natalie in the living room

The only way to get this is to not go to the pop quiz.

Friendship points: Jasmine (1), Natalie (2)

Desire points: Natalie (1)

Player status: Arousal (10), Social (-8)

CHOICE: Never have I ever… (if you chose to stay at the bar).

You get to ask three questions. The more you wait with a question, the more 
likely you’ll get an exciting answer.

Cheated on a test or exam – flavor. 
Skinny dipped – flavor. Unlocked Leslie note.
Smoked pot – flavor.
Gone outside without underwear – flavor. Unlocked Leslie note (if asked as 
question 2 or 3).
Used a sex toy – flavor. Unlocked Leslie note (if asked as question 3).

CHOICE: Play along with Natalie or not. The girls will remember what 
happened here.

Fine, but not the ass – flavor. Jasmine Friendship + 1. Natalie Friendship + 
1.
Enough – flavor. 
Okay, just be gentle – flavor, things get weird… Social – 8. Jasmine 
Friendship + 1. Natalie Friendship + 2. Natalie Desire + 1. Arousal + 10.



2019-09-05

09:00-09:15 at Campus Outside – Frosh Week Event 5 Soak Fest

Some choices to be made here, and a water gun fight mini-game to play. Some fine status 
point rewards if you get to the final or win.

Friendship points: Leslie (1)

Desire points: Leslie (1, 2), Zoey (1)

Player status: Social (10)

Pornell points: (2)

CHOICE: Tell Leslie that her bikini top is about to fall out of her bag. Or don’t...

I should tell her – Leslie Friendship + 1
No, this could get interesting – leads to additional flavor, sexy images and 
an extra Leslie Desire + 1 later on.

CHOICE: Choose whether to get back at Ryan or not.

Ooops, friendly fire! – flavor. Ryan will become one of your opponents in the 
quarterfinal if you win the Round of 16.
… I can’t shoot a teammate – flavor. Will not have to meet Ryan as an 
opponent in the quarterfinal.

CHOICE: Choose whom to hug if you win the final.

Hug Leslie – Leslie Desire + 1. An extra Leslie Desire + 1 and an extra image 
if you didn’t tell her about her bikini top earlier. 
Hug Zoey – Zoey Desire + 1.
Hug Ken – flavor.

GETTING TO THE FINAL OR WINNING

Lose the final: You’re still the MVP. Social + 5. Pornell Points + 2.
Win the final: Social + 10. Pornell Points + 2.
Also some additional options if you hang out with Jasmine in the evening.



19:00-20:55 Jasmine in the living room

Hang out with Jasmine. Get a friendship point regardless of choices.

Friendship points: Jasmine (1)

Desire points: Jasmine (1)

Player status: Social (-3)

CHOICE: If you made it to the final in the Soak Fest, Jasmine will hug you. 
Choose whether to:

Touch her ass carefully – Jasmine Desire + 1. Social – 3.  
Don’t – nothing happens.



2019-09-06

05:00 – 08:00 at Dorm Room – Meeting Lindsey

This is a mandatory story sequence, It will trigger when you go to sleep on the night 
before, and the time will always be 08:00 after it is done.

Friendship points: Lindsey (1)

Player status: Social (-2)

09:00 – 15:00 at Campus Outside – Frosh Week Event 6 Finale

Time for the finale to the Frosh Week Competition. Some nice status point reward if you 
win. A total of at least 1650 points is required to give yourself the chance of winning the 
whole competition. There are 300 points to compete for in this event.

Friendship points: Zoey (1), Leslie (1)

Desire points: Zoey (3), Leslie (2)

Player status: Social (-6, 10), Pornell Points (10)

Items: Cola or Coffee

CHOICE: Confess to Lindsey that it is your dirty glass.

Confess – Lindsey Friendship + 1. Social – 2. As a bonus Lindsey’s opinion 
of Natalie won’t decrease further.
Let Natalie take the blame – Lindsey’s opinion of Natalie will decrease by 
one.

CHOICE: Zoey blushes when seeing what her sister writes. Why?

Press her – Social – 2. You get some additional context on why Zoey 
blushes, but maybe not the whole truth.
Let it be – Just move along.

CHOICE: Offer a cola or coffee to Leslie? If you have neither, the player will 
just comment on it and the choice will not be presented.

Offer Leslie a cola – Leslie Friendship + 1. You lose the cola. But Leslie 
wakes up and performs better in the event.
Offer Leslie a coffee – Leslie Friendship + 1. You lose the coffee. But Leslie 
wakes up and performs better in the event.
Don’t offer her anything – Just move along. Leslie performs worse in the 
event (gets half of the questions wrong)



CHOICE: Who has a thing for Fifty Shades?

John – the correct answer.

CHOICE: Color of Zoey’s underwear?

Black – the correct answer. Zoey Desire + 1.

CHOICE: Who dislikes heights?

Zoey – the correct answer.

CHOICE: What did Ryan want to measure?

His dick – the correct answer.

CHOICE: How did Leslie describe herself?

Lazy – the correct answer.

CHOICE: Who plays video games?

Ken – the correct answer.

CHOICE: Ken’s actual first name?

Kenichi – the correct answer.

CHOICE: Who knows most about celebrities?

Leslie – the correct answer.



20:00 – 01:00 at Campus Outside – Frosh Week Party

Friendship points: Leslie (1)

Desire points: Leslie (2)

Player status: Social (-2, 1)

CHOICE: The final performance...

Kiss Zoey – Zoey Desire + 2. Social – 4. After a long movie kiss, you win. 
Social + 10. Pornell Points + 10.
Kiss Leslie – Leslie Desire + 2. Social – 4. After a long movie kiss, you win. 
Social + 10. Pornell Points + 10.
Let Ken do a break dance – Social – 2. Against all odds, you win. Social + 
10. Pornell Points + 10.
Do a break dance of your own – Social + 2. Bummer, break dance is not 
your thing. Pornell points + 5.

CHOICE: Get drunk or stay sober?

Get drunk – Social + 1. Will affect some choices later on. You will get an 
energy penalty tomorrow.
Stay sober – Social – 2. Will affect some choices later on.

CHOICE: Dance with Selma or Leslie?

Selma – you dance with Selma.
Leslie – Leslie Friendship + 1. Leslie Desire + 2 if you are drunk.

CHOICE: Watch Selma pee?

Watch her pee – closeup of Selma peeing. Only possible if you are drunk.
Give her some privacy – your only choice if you are sober- ‘cause you’re a 
gentleman...

CHOICE: Fuck Selma? This choice is only available if you are sober. If you 
are drunk, you will fuck her.

Fuck her – fuck Selma.
Don’t fuck her – well… don’t fuck her… for whatever reason...
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